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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Inflamed Chakra Connectors 

What? 

An Inflamed Chakra Connector (ICC) or a halted point of origin will affect both the 

anterior and posterior r-chakras in several ways under different circumstances. Check to 

see if this alignment is needed anytime chakra connectors and anchor sets are down. 

 

1. If only one connector is inflamed it will cause the r-chakra to lack vitality of expression 

by making the spin of the wheel lopsided in either posterior or anterior of both portions 

of the r-chakra. 

2. If both connectors are inflamed it will cause the r-chakra to stop spinning or to slow 

down the rate of spin of the r-chakra making it appear weak 

3. If there is severe inflammation on either side- the wheel will become smaller and less 

potent. This will make the person less capable of bringing the message of this main 

chakra into fulfillment materially through the delivery system of the r-chakra. The pulses 

will show an underlying thickness in both the physical and the unified pulse indicating 

inflammation. 

 

Why? 

Inflammation is one cause and the other is a stopped vortex, which can be caused by 

accident or injury to any of the affected Systems: the HEMF, the BES, the Harmonizing 

Network. The core sheath is vulnerable when there is damage by injury, pathology, or 

accident causing a loss of Harmonizing Blend. The client will have difficulty 

implementing plans, schedules, and instructions. They will feel somewhat depressed or 

blue and be experiencing the feelings about life being too hard because of low energy. 

They will be functional but it getting things done will be a struggle and their dreams will 

constantly fall short. 
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How? 

Apply only to the ten chakras related to both the HEMF and BES. Inflamed Chakra 

Connectors are treated with this single procedure. Three things will have to be 

addressed: 

1) disconnection of connector 

2) failure of point of origin- vortices not spinning 

3) inflammation of connectors 

 

The recipe for releasing this kind of inflammation is to massage and stimulate the point 

of origin in both directions addressing both anterior and posterior vortices. It is important 

to always do both. Massage with light fingers in both directions to sooth the entire 

chakra connection apparatus affecting both BES and HEMF systems. Anytime the 

major chakra is impacted in any procedure the core sheath which is at center of the 

major chakras is potentially impacted. Bringing in Harmonizing Blend will insure this 

important hub continues working effectively. 

 

Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Inflamed Chakra Connectors  

This pieces apply only to the 10 r-chakras even through the major chakras of the BES 

are going to be involved.  Three things will be addressed: 

 Disconnection of connector 

 Failure of point of origin- vortices not spinning 

 Inflammation of connectors 

 

1. Using Edge with permission determine need to address the Inflamed Chakra 

Connector. 

2. Dowse how many chakras are experiencing an Inflamed Chakra Connector/s.   

3. Dowse which Chakras are affected and which chakra connectors are Inflamed. 
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4. Dowse if the anterior or posterior HEMF vortices or both are affected? 

5. Dowse if it is the function or wisdom connector or both? 

6. If the connector is disconnected- reconnect it before addressing the HEMF 

vortices and inflammation. Follow instructions for Chakra Connectors and 

Anchor Sets on Connectors Chart. 

7. Reduce inflammation with Anti-Inflammatory directed into each affected 

chakra at the connectors and point of origin. Monitor release. 

8. Extend light fingers of thumbs, index and middle finger of both hands. 

9. Insert your light fingers at the point of origin. Approach the lowest ↓ affected chakra 

you have dowsed. Stroke toward the rear of the HES with index and middle finger and 

with your thumb stroke toward the front of the HES. Keep doing this until both vortices 

(on each side of the chakra) begin firing again. If there is inflammation here it will further 

reduce at this point. Continue stroking of all the other affected  chakra connectors until 

firing of vortices begins. 

10. Wrap ULL around the entire major chakra and the accompanying r- chakra. Be 

aware you are working in both the BES and the HEMF. 

11. Check for specific and related imbalances. Such as: Sense of Function, Sense of 

Wisdom, Organ Vitality of the BES (or of the Specific Chakra), Sanctuary or Blue Light of 

Healing. 

12.Bring in Harmonizing Blend (to support any potential impact to the Core Sheath 

Hub), Harmonizing the HEMF, Harmonizing the BES and Harmonizing the Harmonizing 

Network. 

13. Integrate, Blend, Witness, Stabilize, Integrate, Blend 

 

Check in the session following this procedure to see if there is another submerged chakra issue that can 

now present for resolution. For example: other connectors dropped, SPC, chakra shadow or chakra 

plaque. 


